
Fear of complications is a main factor when considering 
a change in printing vendors, but it wasn’t for FOTF.

When Focus on the Family, a Colorado area publisher, decided to take their work to Royle 
Printing, it was handled knowing the overall complexity could create issues while transitioning. 
A story very familiar with most companies when looking to change print vendors.

Royle’s team of experienced associates took it upon themselves to pre-plan for Focus’s arrival 
by taking all the files and communications two issues prior to the change and mirroring the 
other printer through the entire production process. Royle practiced opening up job tickets, 
making sample proofs, creating shipping details, etc. so when Focus made the full transition, 
it was already Royle’s third issue of production!

This organization and attention to detail gave Focus’s print buyer, Gail Wise, a great deal of 
confidence in the efficiency and accuracy of Royle’s staff, “It was invaluable when Royle took 
the initiative to run tests before our files, order forms, mailing lists were all due. They showed 
they were ready for the complexity of our project...It eased a lot of our fears knowing just how 
prepared they were...”

Royle Printing was able to give Focus on the Family a smooth transition experience by:

 • Switching from printed proofs to all digital proofs in part to Royle’s Prepress   
 team of professionals’ orientation to Kodak InSite’s proofing portal. This helped   
 decrease Focus’s productions costs and improved their overall efficiency.

 • The entire Royle customer service and management teams are available 24/7   
 for any questions or concerns of Focus’s while going through their on-boarding.

 • Royle’s distribution team created a custom colored sorting and packaging   
 process specific to Focus’s needs. With various printed pieces arriving    
 to a multitude of locations, the new colored packaging system makes it easy   
 for Focus to unload and distribute with speed and ease!

About Us
Our goal is to be viewed as a leading resource of print and digital solutions, helping 
our clients choose the right blend of mediums to execute their marketing strategies. 
As multi-channel marketing and communication tactics continue to evolve, Royle will 
press forward with investments in new technologies and equipment; keeping our 
clients and Royle on the forefront of this evolution.
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